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Subject Philosophy: English 

Our English curriculum supports and supplements the delivery of the national curriculum, by 

providing a bespoke enquiry led context for learning, which provides: 

- Meaningful links in learning, following a theme based approach. 

- Broad and balance coverage across a range of subjects. 

- Purposeful experiences that bring learning alive through visits and visitors. 

- Opportunities to respond to the needs and interests of our pupils. 

- A local, national or international dimension. 

- A response to the continually evolving educational perspective. 

 

We intend our English curriculum to develop the whole child by encouraging the attitudes 

for learning that are displayed through:  

- A resilience and resourcefulness in learning, where all children are confident to make 

mistakes and try new approaches.  

- An active contribution in lessons, by posing questions, evaluating their findings and 

sharing resources, ideas and thoughts. 

- Respect and consideration towards others and the learning environment. 

- Working happily and productively on their own or with wider group of pupils. 

We intend to teach English with passion and strong subject knowledge:  

- To instil a love of literature. 
- To create enjoyment and pleasure in communicating ideas and emotions to others 

through a variety of media.  

- To develop pupils’ culturally, emotionally, spiritually and socially through reading  
- Access to a breath of literary sources. 
- To equip pupils with the essential communication skills and competencies for 

everyday life. 
- Encourage children to initiate their own learning and research, so they are able to 

use and explore different media and sources with confidence. 
- Create investigative activities for children of all abilities. 
- Making systematic and careful observations.  
- To underpin by appropriate use of I. T.  
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Teaching strategies 
 

- Daily English lesson - Year 1 to Year 6 minimum of 1 hour, progressive approach of 
developing skills of writing from reading with embedded grammatical form. 

- Continuous cursive handwriting. 
- Ongoing interventions – Deployment of key support staff. 
- Reduced class size for KS1 and upper KS2 – Mixed ability. 
- KS1 daily phonics session using Letters and Sounds. 
- KS2 weekly spelling tests taken from the National Curriculum appendices.  
- Presentation opportunities build into all topics, including performances. 
- Daily guided reading/comprehension session of 30 minutes in KS1 
- Daily reciprocal reading of 30 minutes in KS2 
- Banded home readers for daily reading. 
- Daily class story. 
- Shared planning time for teachers. 
- Assertive mentoring – Targets set for all pupils.  
- Quality marking for next steps in learning. 
- All classes display an English learning wall with age and topic appropriate material. 
- All classes equipped with high quality resources to scaffold and support pupils 

learning. 
- Embedding English skills into other curriculum areas 

 
Through our English curriculum we:  

Teach the skills of:  

Spoken language: 
 

- Using Standard English  
- Convey ideas confidently  
- Pronunciation 
- Public speaking 

 
Reading: 
 

- Decode 
- Comprehend  
- Question 
- Compare 
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Writing: 
 

- Transcription 
- Composition 
- Handwriting 
- Grammar 

 
 
Ensure that children will learn through relevant contexts: 
 

Spoken language: 
 

- Discussion techniques including debate 
- Talk for reading 
- Talk for writing 
- Presenting and performing using appropriate grammatical structure 

  
Reading: 
 

- Read for pleasure and information 
- Appraising texts through inference and deduction 
- Reading fluently through phonological awareness and sight vocabulary 
- Reading for meaning using grammatical form 

 
Writing: 
 

- Form letters using cursive script 
- Apply spelling and grammatical form to convey meaning  
- Express ideas and emotions using effective and technical vocabulary  
- Organise writing for different audience and purpose 
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Subject content  

Key Stage 1 -  

Subjects  Year 1/2 Aspect  Genres 

Spoken Language Adult modeled language 
Pose and respond to questions 
Talking about observations  
Express likes and dislikes 
Presenting and performing 

Stories  
Instructions 
Recounts (fact and fiction)  
Information texts 
Non-chronological reports 
Poetry 
 

Reading Daily session of synthetic 
phonics – Letters and Sounds 
High frequency words 
Read from a banded scheme 
Class story  
Key texts for study 
Comprehension  

Writing Letter formation 
Pencil grip 
Link between spoken word and 
written word 
Technical vocabulary  
Grammar and punctuation  

 

Key Stage 2 -  

Subjects  Year 3/ 4 Aspect  Genres  

Spoken Language Adult modeled language 
Pose and respond to questions 
Talking about observations  
Debates 
Presenting and performing  

Stories 
Plays 
Letters 
Reports (magazines and 
newspapers) 
Instructions 
Information texts 
Explanation texts 
Persuasive texts 
Poetry 
 

Reading Reciprocal Reading 
Read from a banded scheme 
Class story  
Key texts for study 
Comprehension 

Writing Cursive style – pen license 
Link between spoken word and 
written word 
Note taking 
Technical vocabulary  
Grammar and punctuation 
Manipulating texts  
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Key Stage 2 -  

Subjects Year 5/6 Aspect Genres 

Spoken Language Adult modeled language 
Pose and respond to questions 
Giving explanations about 
observations  
Presenting and performing 
Developing vocabulary  

Stories 
Film narrative 
Plays 
Autobiographies and 
biographies 
Persuasive writing 
Argument writing 
Journalistic writing 
Poetry 
 
 
 

Reading Reciprocal Reading 
Taught comprehension  
Class story  
Key texts for study 
Point, evidence and explanation  

Writing Cursive style – pen license 
Link between spoken word and 
written word 
Technical vocabulary  
Grammar and punctuation 
Manipulating texts – complex 
structures  
Note taking and precise 

 
 

Assessment and expectation  

We are committed to the belief that the nature of open ended tasks allows pupils to be 

driven by their own curiosity, deepens their understanding and enables all children to fulfil 

their potential leading to greater performance.    

At Essendine, our expectation is that all pupils will at least meet age related expectations as 

prescribed in the new national curriculum September 2014, but will be challenged to 

achieve greater than this.  

Where pupils are falling behind, work will be undertaken to close the gap including 

differentiation in planning, use of key/target questioning, small group work and teacher 

intervention. These strategies encourage all pupils to have access to learning, gain in 

confidence and share ideas with each other. 
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Assessment of English 

A range of assessment evidence will be collected to support teacher’s judgement and will 

include: 

- Photographs 
- Records 
- Work scrutiny 
- Ongoing assessment tasks 
- Pupils’ discussion and consultation 
- Performance outcomes 
- Statutory tests 
- Assessments for spelling and reading ages 

 

Monitoring 

The Phase leader will liaise with the subject leader to ensure monitoring is being undertaken 

and recorded. 

The Subject leader will: 

- Monitor books, provide feedback and support.  

- Provide training sessions to ensure subject knowledge is accurate. 

- Attend CPD courses.  

- Monitor the budget and order resources where required. 

Governors will liaise with the Subject Leader to support improvement planning processes 

and be aware of standards.  

 

Partnerships 

Parents 

Essendine positively promotes and encourages parents to support the work of the school in 

developing a love of literature. This can be done by inviting parents into book events, 

parental workshops and home school learning. An outline of the English curriculum to be 

studied in a term is also detailed in the Parent’s Information meeting. 
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Maida Vale Library 

The children have access to the library during term and holiday time. 

Wider community links 

Access to a range of providers linked to the topic that will enrich provision, for example 

theatre and drama workshops, storytelling and theme days.  

 

 

 


